RELIGION PROJECTS
Designed by Lori Odhner, Wendy Hoo, and Sonia Werner

Text: John 4: 1-42
Subject: The Lord at Jacob’s Well
Dole Notes: Volume: 6 Chapter: 139 Page: 47
Age Group: Beginners, 3-5

basic supplies: □ GLUE □ MARKERS □ PAPER □ PRINT

materials: water, glasses
• food coloring
• water from a stagnant pond & a fresh spring
• plants (one wilted, one fresh)
• dirt, towel

Teacher preparation:
• set up for little experiments

procedure: WATER IS TRUTH
1. Beauty - Talk about how the LORD’S WORD becomes beautiful when we obey it ~ like adding colors to water (drop food coloring in glass of water ~ basic correspondences are: red = love; green = use; yellow = innocent
2. Living - Talk about how the truth in the Pharisee’s minds was like stagnant, dead water because they didn’t obey and love it, but truth in our hearts if we obey and love it is like fresh water where fish can live
3. Thirst - Talk about how we would all die in our hearts and minds without truth, like plants die without water ~ we should try to “drink” the WORD each day
4. Clean - Talk about how the LORD’S truth cleans our minds like water cleans our hands. Let each child put dirt on their hands, and wash it off

notes:
MUSiC: first songs: 8 (top)
Lori’s tape
Liturgy: 461; 444